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boiling prolonged, the amount of fuel required to com­
plete the digestin� process shall be greater, and we ad­
mit this to be the case. Bu t in well regulated mills the 
extra amollnt of fuel required to maintain the digest­
ing operation for an additional two or three hours be­
yond the time ordinarily required is small compared 
with that required to commence the process, and con­
tinue it for the first hour or so. The extra quantity of 
coal will haluly be noticrable in actual fact. and in no 
instance, we venture to believe, will it �eriously interfere 
wit.h the ccnsumption of the steam, or in the genera­
tion of the steam in the steam boilers. Of course, there 
are circumstances of which we can conceive under which 
a prolongation of time occupied for digesting would 
interfere with the ordinary routine work of any mill, 
but these are so extreme that it may be accepted that 
they seldom exist in genera.! practice, and are absent 
in all weH regulated factories. 
Then. again, the necessity of requiring more plant or 
boiler space may be urged as another reason why this 
courae should not be adopted, and it is quite true that 
the boiler capacity would require to be augmented 
should it only be sufficient for the requirements of the 
mills under any less economical system of working. 
The manufacturer himself is the only one to decide any 
such question where increasing the plant is concerned. 
The time of digesting might be kept .the same as be­
fore, and the pressure raised, in which case the boiler 
capacity does not enter into the question, while the 
fuel is, of course, increased. 
Most likely those practical paper makers who have 
followed us thus far have come to the conclusion that. 
the question of percentage yield of fiber from esparto 
is to them a very important one, that, indeed, any in­
crement in it favorably affects the cost of producing 
the pulp. They are, nevertheless, so bound to con­
form to certain matters relating to quality in the 
manufacture of their papers that it Illay seem to them 
very difficult to make alteration8 in their methods of 
working, and endeavor to realize any improvement in 
their particular case o f  manipulating esparto by act· 
ing upon the suggestions contained in this article. We 
do not anticipate from such any expectation that they 
will succeed in obtaining bettcr results. But to those 
who know their methods to be somewhat crude, our 
aim has been served if we have made clear to them 
the principles which underlie the subject matter of 
this paper. We know well the advantage of possess· 
ing the power of chemical investigation and engineer. 
ing practice in manipulating esparto, and probably 
there is no branch of manufacturing industry where 
greater skill and atten tion is required than in the 
boiling house of a paper mill when high-class results 
a.re wanted.-Chemical Trade Jou1·nal. 
ON M. H. HERTZ'S EXPERIMENTS.* 
By M. JOUBERT. 
DR. HERTZ, professor at Carlsruhe, published in the 
course of the year 1888-89 some �xperiments of very 
great in terest. I have repeated the greater n umber of 
them. with the assistance of M. De N erville. at the Cen· 
tral L:l.boratory of Electricity in the Place Saint 
Charles. The large hall at the laboratory, which forms 
a rectangle of 15 meters by 14 meters, enabled me to 
reproduce them under very favorable conditions.t 
The great interest of M. Hertz's experiments hes in 
the accurate information that we gain from them cou· 
cerning the intervention of the external medium in 
electrical phenomena. The jdea of this intervention is 
not new. After Faraday's (,xperiments and Maxwell's 
theories, there remained no doubts upon this point in 
the minds of physicists; but the experimental proof 
was wanting, and this proof has now been given to us 
by M. Hertz's experiments. They show, in particular, 
that the medium which intervenes in electrical phe· 
phenomena of induction as if it were in contact; but that 
if it were placed at half this distance, i. e., at a distance 
equal to a half If'ngth of undulation, the induced move· 
ments would be at each moment of a nature contrary to 
those produced in a wire adjoinin� the conducting 
wire, the only ones that we are accustomed to consider, 
and that the elementary laws of direct and inverse cur· 
cents would be reversed. 
The experimental verification of this fact would be 
the most direct proof of the propagation of the electric 
action; but if the rate of propagation is the same as 
that of light, viz., 300,000 kilometers per second, and if 
the period of our alternating current be rh of a sec· 
ond, the wave length will be 3,000 kilometers, and the 
distance of the two wires would be 1,500 kilometers. 
In order to get a wave length of 3 meters, the dura· 
tioll of the vibration must not exceed llf1ll)h1flnr of a 
second. 
We cannot hope to produce directly alternating cur· 
rents of such a short period; but we know that under 
certain conditions of resistance of the circuit the dis­
charge of the Leyden jar is effected by isochronous vi­
brations of very short duration; but these oscillations 
have al ways been found to range from Tlfhlf to 
T1ftr1f1f1f of a second. It is the same with the oscilla­
tion produced in the open circuit of the aecondary wire 
of a Ruhmkorff coil at each interruption of the induc· 
ing current. This minimum (iuration of TDlfl1f1f1f of a 
second corresponds to a wave length of 3 kilometers. 
One of M. Hertz's great achievements is t.o have 
found a method by which still Illore rapid .oscillations 
can be given, the duration of which may be reckoned 
in billionths of a second. Theory points out that if 
two spheres (Fig. 1) charged with different potentials 
FIG. 1. 
are put in communication by a conductor, equilibrium 
is established by a series of isochronous oscillations, 
rapidly checked, like those of a liquid contained in 
communicating tubes, the level of which has been dis­
turbed. The duration of the oscillation depends on 
the capacity, C, and the coefficient of self·induction, L, 
of the system, and is given, when the resistance of the 
joining wire may be disregarded, by the formula 
T:=21t'yLC 
Such is briefly M. Hertz's apparatus, which we will 
call the exciter; it consi�tfl essentially of a rectilineal 
conductor cut in the middle and terminated at its ex­
tremities by tWO capacities, two large spheres or two 
plates. 
In the apparatus placed before the society the rectili­
neal conductor has a diameter of 0'5 centimeter and a 
length of 40 centimeters; the two sphere� are 30 centi· 
meters in diameter. Con seq uently we get 
15 
C:=---
9'102' 
L:= 400 
T := 16'10-9 
nomena is the same ether that f.)l"ms the seat of lumin- From this we deduce for the length of undulation, 
ous phenomena; that the disturbances in botb kinds the speed being su pposed to be that of light, 
are set up under the same conditions, and with the 
same rapidity; and lastly, that there is identity of na· it := 4'80 meters. 
ture between certain electrical phenomena and the In order to realize the instantaneous charging of the 
luminous phenomena. exciter we leave an interruption in the middle. termi· 
What is an electrical current? We do not know: nating the two opposite extremities by little balls and 
but t.he following hypothesis gives us a very good idea putting each of these balls into permanent communi­
of what occurs. Let us consider a conducting wire, in cation with the two poles of a Ruhmkorff coil. The 
its natuml condition, as connected to indefinite elastic bobbin employed with the exciter in question is a Car­
cor'ds, normal at its surface. To introduce a current pentier bobbin (type 600 fr.) working \vith a Marcel· 
into the wire is to displace the wire in a direction paral- Deprez interrupter and a current which is 15 amperes 
lei to itself and with the nature of the current, so as to when the interruption is suppressed. 
draw with it the points of attachment of all the cords. This is the action of the apparatus. At the IllOment 
These latter become oblique and remain oblique while when induction is produced on the secondary wire of 
the current is passing, but return to their orignal posi- the coil, the two branches of the exciter which form the 
tion and resume their normal direction as soon as it ertremities are brought to different potentials, and at 
ceases. 'j'hese cords being indefinite, the effect of the the same instant a bright spark flashes between the two 
current makes itself felt at any distance. but evident· balls, establishing during a very short period between 
ly less and less, in proportion as the distance is in- these two balls a passage of low resistance, across which 
creased. the rectilineal conductor discharges upou itself iude-
But it is also very evident that the effect is not felt pendently, almost as if it were separated from the bob­
everywhere at the same moment; it arrives progres- hin. These oscillations are stopped before the follow' 
sively at the various points, and takes rather more ing oscillation of the bobbin, which does not return un­
than eight minutes to arri ve at the sun. We Illay add that til after n1;1f1f of a second has hlj.d time to take place, 
what is called the co�tficient ojself-induction is only and they are renewed in the same manner at each oscil­
the coefficient of the term that corresponds to this ex- lation of the bobbin. The condition of the exciter 
ternal work of the creation of the fiela. may be compared to that of a, violin string, the vibra-
It. should be wellllnderstood that the phenomenon tions of which are kept up by the sharp drawing of the 
of which I have just spoken has not its analogy in lu- bow. 
minous phenomena. In order to produce the resem- The essential condition of the phenomenon is, there­
blance, we must consider alternating currents. Let us fore, that the spark should pass and should be of the 
introduce into our rectilineal conductor an alternating intensity required. If we separate the balls so as to 
current of a sinusoidal form; the elastic cords will be suppress it and to leave open the secondary wire of t.he 
drawn alternately into first one direction and then the bobbin, we no longer get the proper oscillations of the 
other, and each one will be the seat of transverse vi· bobbin, which are about 10,000 times slower than the 
brations propagated along its length. We will, accord- proper oscillations of the exciter. 
ing to custom, call length of undulation the path taken The production of rapid oscillations depends on com­
by the movement during a complete vibration back- plex and even somewhat mysterious conditions; they 
ward and forward. are influenced not. only by the distance of the two 
It is under the action of these movements, transmit· balls, but also by the condition of the surface. the de­
ted through ether, that a conducting wire, stretched gree of polish of these balls, the dimensions of the 
parallel to the first, becomes t.he seat of induction cur- bobbin, the intensity of the inducing current, etc.; a rents. We Illay remark that if this wire is stretched at pretty strong violet light falling upon the balls com­a distance from the first equal to the length of undula- plet'lly puts a stop to the oscillations. 
tion, it will give, at about the 8ame intensity, the same We know whether the apparatus is working well by 
. * Bulletin de la Societe Internationale des Electriciens, July. 1889.- the report and aspect of the spark; this spark is formed Electrical Review. of very fine and very bright rectilinear strokes, giving 
t The materials necessary for these experiments were very kindly s up. rise to sha.rr crepitations. . . , pJled to U$ by Messrs. Carpentier anrl Lemonnler, and by the company for The eXCiter naturally develops 1U the nelghbormg 
working metals b:,c electricity. I take this opportunity.of thanking them for I conductors alternating induced currents. I established their generous assIstance. I must also express my BlUcere thanks to the . t 11 . 1880 (C t R d 1 I't\. d young engineers at the laboratory Messrs Margan;e Dierman and Bary experuuen a y, In om p es en us (e • ca e· for the htilp they reudered us thro'ugbout.' ' , , mle des Sciences, voL xci., pp. 408 and 493, 1880), the 
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laws of alternating currents. I showed in particular, 
that the circuit seemed to have, inst.ead of its resist. 
ance, R (the true resistance), an apparent resistance 
equal to 
v w + 4��L� 
In actual experiments, in consequence of the excessive 
smallness of T, the second term of the radical takes 
an enormous value, before which the proper resist­
ance of the conductor IlIay absolutely be disregarded. 
And thence arise several necessary consequences 
which impart to the phenomenon quite a special char· 
acter. 
In the first place, the resistance of the conductor is 
of no importance; all else being equal, the phenomena 
produced in a wire will be independent of the nature 
and thickness of the wire. In the second place, there 
will be established between two neighboring points 
of the same conductor, which are separated by an 
apparent resistance which llJay be enormous, differ­
ences of potential out of all proportion to those that 
we generally observe. Lastly, that property of varia­
ble currents of penetrating only progressively the 
thick layers of the conductor will be carried to its ex­
treme, and the electrical movements will be solely su­
perficial. 
In fact, when the apparatus is working well, as at 
present, and the oscillations are produced, there is not 
In the room or in the adjoining apartments any piece 
of metal, large or small, insulated or in communication 
with the earth, from which we cannot draw sparks. 
We s�e them flash between the two extremities of a 
wire which we curve into a bow, between two pieces 
of money or two keys that we bring together; we ob­
tain them, by preseuting the point of a knife, from the 
gas pipes, water pi pes, etc. 
In order to analyze this phenomenon, M. Hertz uses 
a wire bent into a ring, the extremities of which can 
be brought together at will. We observe the sparks 
which pass between the extremities of the wire, and 
we judge of the intensity of the phenomenon by the 
explosive distance and by the brilliancy of the spark. 
On trying rings with different diameters, we find one 
with which the sparks take their maximum length; it  
is  then that the period of the electrical movement ex­
cited in the wire which constitutes the ring is the same 
as that of the exciter; the ring acts as resonator. And, 
in fact, if we take a frame of the same diameter, but 
in which the wire makes several turns, we obtain much 
fepbler sparks. 
With a resonator well in accord, the sparks are from 
8 to 10 Illillimeters in the neighborhood of the exciter; 
they decrease rapidly when the distance increases, 
but they.are still visible at 15 or 20 meters from the 
apparatus. 
I hoped to render these phenomena visible to an 
audience by employing a frog, but the frog gives abso· 
lutely nothing. 
Instead of M. Hertz's ring, M. De N erville and I have 
employed a rectilinear resonator composed of rods, 
formed of two copper wires, placed end to end, the 
extremities of which bear capacities consisting of 
sheets of tin (Fig. 2). 
FIG. 2. 
We determine by trial the length of the wires and size 
of the sheets of tin most suited to our purpose. At the 
interruptioll, a, one of the wires is rounded, and the 
other cut to a point. The system constit.utes a species 
of micrometer; one of the wires bears a screw thread, 
and the explosive distance is made to vary by turning 
the milled head, m. 
The spark flashes in the space between the two wires. 
When the exciter is working in the large hall of the 
laboratory. and the length of the wires and the size of 
the capacities are well regulated, we observe very 
brilliant sparks. which attain to 7 or 8 millimeters in the 
neighborhood of the exciter, and which are visible in 
all the other halls, in the yard, in the street, and even 
at a distance of more than 50 meters and through sev­
eral walls. 
Thit; apparatus leads us to a "pry curious pxperi· 
ment, showing plainly the influence of light on the 
production of the oscillations. On bringing the reso­
nator near to the exciter, we see that the character of 
the spark of the exciter changes, and at the same time 
the spark of the resonator disappears. On interposing 
any screen whatever, the phenomenon reappears in all 
its brilliancy. A sheet of glass has the sallie effect as 
an opaque screen; but, on the contrary, the interposi· 
tion of a thin sheet of quartz, which allows a violet 
light to pass through, does not re·establish the pheno· 
menon. The spark of the rectilinear resonator is at 
its maximum when the resonator is parallel to the ex­
citer. The spark is nil when the resonat.or is in the 
symmetrical plane of the exciter, but when turned a 
few degrees, we see the spark reappear. 
A stone wall acts in the same way as a transparent 
plate as regards the undulations, and we can hardly 
note any difference between the sparks obtained on the 
different sides of the wall. A metallic plate acts like 
a glass very slightly silvered; it reflects part of the 
wave, but lets a very considerable part pass through; 
thus the sparks are still very appreciable behind a 
metallic surface formed of a sheet of tin or a plate of  
zinc of 0'5 millimeter. or even of  a plate of  iron of 3 
millimeters. These figures are simply the thicknesses 
of the pi lI.tes tried, and they have no other meaning. 
It is probable that we should obtain a more complete 
rbflection with plates of greater thickness or greater 
conducti vity. 
I come now to one of M. Hertz's fundamental experi­
ments, that which demonstrates in an undeniable man· 
ner the existence of the waves in question. It is an 
experiment exactly analogous to that by which Savart 
showed the interference of direct sound wave� with 
waves reflected by a wall. The bottom of the hall 
was covered with plates of zinc, forming a metallic 
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surface of 4 meters by 6 meters, and the exciter was 
placed opposite to it at the other extremity. 
The vi bratory movements provoked by the exciter 
are reflected upon the metallic surface. By well known 
mechanism, the reflected waves, interfering with the 
direct ones, gi\'e rise to stationary waves separated by 
fixed nodes. And, in fact, if we place the resonator 
very near the wall, we only see faint sparks; they in­
crease when it is drawn away, attain a maximum, then 
go on decreasing, and finally disappear at a distance of 
about 2'4 meters, to reappear again. Thus, there is a 
first node in contact with the wall, as is the case with 
sound waves when the reflection takes place with 
change of sign, and a second at a distance of 2'4 meters. 
The distance corresponds to half a wave length. If we 
take in the duration of the vibration as calculated 
above, i. e., 16 billionths of a second, we deduce frolll 
it that the rate of propagation is 300,000 kilometers, 
i. e., that of Iigh t. 
Thus the vibratory electrical movements, and the 
vibratory luminous movements, are propagated with 
the sallle rapidity. They answer, then, to a modifica­
tion of the same natnre of the same medium. The only 
difference is in the duration of the period. We can 
easily obtain electrical vibrations of a billionth of a 
second, and conseqnently wave lengths of 30 centi­
meters. The length of nndulation of the visible rays 
is on an average 0'00005 centimeter; that is, 600,000 
times �horter. M. Hertz carried still further the anal­
ogy between the two phenomena, and we have repeat­
ed the greater number of his experiments. Unfor­
tunately, they are too delicate to be shown in public, 
and I can only invite the members of the society to 
come and see them at the laboratory in the Place Saint 
Charles. * I will now merely indicate the principle of 
them. An exciter with a very short period is placed 
according to the focal line of a parabolic cylinder, 
having a height of 2 meters, with an opening of 1'20 
meters. t 
The area in which the phenomenon is appreciable, 
and in which sparks can be obtained with the resona­
tor, is limited by two vertical planes passing through 
the edges of the mirrors and parallel to the axis of the 
parabola of the base. We get thus a true parallel elec­
tric ray, similar to the luminous ray that would be 
given by a source of light placed in the position of the 
exciter. By receiving this ray upon a second mirror, 
silllilar to the first, we may repeat the well-known ex­
periment of the two conjugate mirrors, and show that 
the vibratory movement is concentrated upon the focal 
line of the second mirror. We may also reflect this 
ray upon a plane, and show that the angle of incidence 
is equal to the angle of reflection. We may also make 
it pass through a prism, show that it deviates toward 
the base of the pri.m, and from the deviation deduce 
the index of refraction of the substance for the electric 
ray. M. Hertz made this last experiment with a prism 
of asphalt. This is the only one that we have not 
been able to repeat, for waut of a prism of sufficient 
dimensions. 
The president warmly thankE'd M. Joubert, and con­
gratulated him upon the charm which he had imparted 
to his communication upon a subject of the highest 
scientific interest. He adds that the members of the 
society ought to congratulate themselves on the fact 
that their laboratory has enabled these remarkable ex­
p�riments to be realized. 
PUBLIC EXPERIMENTS IN ELECTRICITY. 
that of the rivalry of France and England. The Royal 
Society of London would have thought itself dis­
honored had it lain still under the blow of this brilliant 
demonstration. It was necessary to do better. After 
mature reflection, Watson, who had just obtained the 
Copley medal, announced that he would pass elec­
tricity through the waters of the Thames. The expe­
riment, which is shown in the engraving, and whIch 
needs no description, was repeated several times. It 
was but a repetition of that of our COlli patriot. 
Watson, who was born in London in 1715, where he 
died in 1787, was one of the physicists who most con­
tributed to the establishment of Franklin's theory and 
to the victory of Jenner's doctrine. He died after be­
ing created a baronet and loaded with honors. His 
rival was not so fortunate. Louis XV., and afterward 
Louis XV!., took him for an out-and-out physician, 
and he was named member of the Academy of Sci­
ences; but, when the revolution came, he escaped by 
a miracle on the 10th of August. He was completely 
ruined and was obliged to open a small herbalist's shop 
at Montreuil, near Versailles. It was by carrying on 
this little trade that he escaped death by hunger-a 
kind of punishment still worse than that received by 
Lavoisier-the scaffold. Vicissitude did not disturb 
his good humor, and, up to 1799, the epoch at which 
he rendered the last sigh, he preserved the philosophy 
of a sage. 
One cannot imagine how popular the Leyden jar 
became in consequence of the experiments just de­
scribed. Young and old, beautiful and homely, nobles 
and peasants, everybody wished to take a shock. Then 
one began to see operators in full blast, and the own­
ers of booths at the St. Laurent fair were seen selling 
electrization for a few sous. The same was the case at 
the permanent fair which was called the Boulevard du 
Temple. . 
Thus was soon to spring up the cabinet of Abbot 
�ollet, who was a member of the Academy of Sciences, 
and a very popular man alllOng philosophers, as may 
be seen from the following incident: Voltaire, who 
liked neither electricity nor electricialls, twice allowed 
duces electricity. It is also well known that there is a 
decided difference of telllperature in the poles of the 
voltaic arc. In air the + electrode is heated to incan­
descence, while the - electrode is at a lower tempera­
ture. 
On the other hand, if the arc is struck in highly 
rarefied air, the - electrode attains the tempera! ure 
of melting platinum, while the + electrode is relatively 
cool. If one of the electrodes is pointed and the other 
flat, the point becomes entirely incande�cent if it is 
positive, but it only becomes hot at its extreme tip if 
it is negative. M. Semmola has devised a very strik­
ing experiment to show this phenomenon in an indi­
rect way. He uses a fine point, made of bismuth and 
antimony, and thus forms a thermo-electric couple. 
If this point is connected to the conel uctor of an electric 
machine, a galvanometer placed in the circuit immedi­
ately shows the rise in temperature of the point, and 
especially so when the point is negative. 
When a rather long electric spark takes place across 
an air gap, it .sometimes Spl eads out near the middle, 
always, however, closer to the - pole than to the + 
pole. When the gap is lengthened, the spark fre­
quently assumes an arborescent character, and it is ob­
served that the lateral branches are all directed toward 
the - pole, showing clearly that there exists an elec­
tric tension in the body of the spark itself. Moreover, 
when wires are fused by an electric discharge, the 
fused metal is projected .laterally. The hook-like 
shape of the electric spark obtained from the rheosta­
tic machine of M. Gaston Plante shows that the elec­
tricity corning from the + pole meets the electricity 
coming from the - pole at a point close to the latter. 
Photographs of sparks exhibit curious differences, char­
acteristic of the two electricities. In 1877, M. A. Righi 
pn blished a lengthy memoir, entitled, " Ricerche Speri­
mentali sulla Scariche Electriche, " in which are given 
numerous illustrations of the electric spark, copied 
froul photographs taken under different conditions by 
the author. The characteristics of the two discharges 
are here clearly delineated; the positive discharges 
being spread out, the negative being more concen-
THE" first scientist who drew electricity from the 
narrow domain of the laboratory and of learned socie­
ties was Lelllonnier, son of a physicist of influence 
in the city as well as at the court. His father was one 
of the principal members of the Academy of Sciences 
at the time of the discovery of the Leyden jar. Young 
Lemonnier, who was scarcely thirty years of age, be­
came deeply interested in the Dutch scientist's dis­
covery. In order to ascertain whether the shock of 
the Leyden jar was communicated to great distances, 
he concei ved a project that does him the greatest 
honor. EXPERIMENT IN ELECTRICITY PERFORMED BY WATSON IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. 
In the middle of the 13th century, Saint Louis had 
called the Chartreux to Paris and installed them in the 
Hotel Vaurant, which popular superstition claimed to 
be hannted by demons, and which was located at the 
beginning of Rne d'Enfer. The cloister was surround­
ed by an immen se close, which the prior put at the 
young experimenter's disposal. 
Lemonnier began by pla.cing around the cloister two 
parallel wires six feet apart, and the total length of 
which was two and a half miles. The close embraced 
the Bullier gardens, the School of Mines, the School of 
Pharmacy, etc. Directing an operator to hold one end 
of each wire in his hand, and taking himself one of 
the ends in one hand, he with the othel' hand touched 
the other wire with the ball of a Leyden jar that had 
been charged in advance. At the mOlllent the contact 
occurred, Lemonnier felt a smart shock, which also 
struck the man who was interposed in the circuit. 
him an annuity, one of £1,200 anel the other of £2,000, 
as a mark of his esteem. This cabinet was replaced 
by that of Charles. who is equally well known. To 
these great scientific establishments must be added 
that of the aeronant Robertson, which is posterior to 
them, and which connects them with that of Comte, 
Robert Hc.oudin, Robins, Cleverman, Dickson, etc. 
Of all those that are well enough known, we shall 
say nothing except that electricity played a large part 
in them; but special mention must be made of the 
French Museum, which was established at Marais. It 
is here that Pilatre de Rosier made his debut when he 
arrived a t Paris. 
Hydrogen having just been discovered, the bold 
Messin conceived the idea of filling his lungs with it 
and setting fire to it, and th us to cause a flame to issue 
from his breast. It is a trick that fakirs sometimfls 
perform, but is not unattended wit.h dangel'. In one 
of these performances Pilatre allowed the flame to re­
enter, and there resulted an explosion which broke two 
of his teeth.-La Nature. 
The astonishment which we were witness of at the 
time of the discovery of the electric telegraph was but 
a repetition of the wonder of our ancestors. But 
Lemonnier did not continue in so good a path. He 
conceived the idea of making the electric fire cross a 
certain quantity of water. This second operation took 
place in the �reat basin of the Tuileries, which Louis A SUMMARY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN XIV. had established in organizing the garden. The 
arrangement was the same, a wire being carried around POSITIVE AND NEGA'fIVE ELECTRICITY. 
a half circumference. Near one of the extremities. IN a recent number of La L1.Jmiere Electrique, M. Lemonnier placed a cork float traversed by an iron DecharllJe sums up in the short article following the pin, which consequently entered the water. Things principal differences which have been shown to exist being thus arranged, he took the extremity of the chain in the behavior of positive and negative electricity: in his left hand, and in his right held a Leyden jar. It has been shown by Wachter, in the Jonrnal de At the other side of the basin his assistant grasped the Physique. that" in a conductor of high resistance the chain with his right hand and plunged his left hand in section which is at a mean potential is not syrnrnetri­the water. Seeing that his man was at his post, cal with respect to its two terminals, and that the Lemonnier touched the upper extremity of the pin higher the resistance of the condulltor, the nearer to with the jar, and as soon as the contact occurred, both t.he negative terminal is this point of mean potential." operators received a shock at the same instant. The With regard to mechanical effects, it is evident by electric fire had, therefore, traversed a body of water Lichtemberg's figures, pierced cards, etc .. that in dis­as long as the towers of Notre Dame are high charges of static electricity solid 01' liquid substances with�ut being extingui8h�d. It is unneces�ary t.o are generally carried toward the _. pole and away descn.be here the exclamatIOns that accompamed thIS from the + pole, or, at any rate, lIIore abundantly in experun.ent. . .  . this direction than in the other. The action of electri-The hIstory of the progress of electrICIty IS somewhat I fied points on flames may be summed up by saying 
'"An extra 8eance took place at the Place Saint Charles on Friday I that negative electricity attraets and positive electri-.Tuly 12th, for the repetition of these experiments. • city repels them. An electrified flame is also more 
t We are indebted for these mirrors to the kindness of M. Lemonnier. powerfully attracted than a flame upon which it in-
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trated. The same memoir also contains an illustrated 
description of the various forms taken by the electric. 
spark ill air and liquids, showing most perfectly the 
difference in shape and color presented by the two 
electricities. 
As to the induct.ion spark, it cOllsists of two streams 
and an aureola. In air, at orcjinary pressure, the posi­
tive and negative brushes display differences arising 
frOID the inequality of potential at the llIoment of dis­
charge. These differences become less accentuated as 
the a.ir becomes more rarefied. The hook-like brush 
shows the sallie peculiarities as the spark. In a partial 
vacuum the difference between po�itive and negative 
electricity is very marked by the color of the glow 
around the two poles, by the shape of this glow, and 
above all-and this more especially when an induction 
coil is used-by the presence of strire. These phenom­
ella are much affected by the medium. In a complete 
vacuum the purple glow seems to move in the same 
direction as the positive discharge. 
Another fact not less important, which ought to be 
kept in mind, is that in vaccuum tubes and with suffi­
ciently powerful E.M.F.'s, the strire are always turned 
in the same direct.ion with the convex side toward the 
- pole. This phenomenon is analogous to that which 
is presented where a gas makes its way through a 
liquid, which it never does in a continuous stream, but 
always in bubbles more or less large according to t.he 
pressure. In the same way electricity, when it pene­
trates a gaseous medium more or less rarefied, does not 
pass t.hrough it in an unbroken stream. but in a vibrat­
ory llIanner. In this way perhaps the phenomenon 
of strire can be explained mechanically, for it is pro­
duced with continuous currents as well as with inter­
mit.tent or alternating currents. 
In air at ordinary pressure we can say, so far as re­
gards potential, loss of charge, and propagation, that 
negative electricity is always at a lower potential than 
positive electricity, that a negative charge is more 
rapidly dissipated than a positive, that negative elec­
tricity is more easily propagated than positive. The 
contrary holds good in a disl'Uptive discharge, when 
positive electricity has the greater tendency to dis­
charge through the air. In rarefied air these differ­
ences disappear, whether high potentials or large cur­
rents are employed. There is, therefore, nothing. ab-
